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1. business profile (bus profile) - a business profile is an online document that provides businesses with the information they need to create their own online presence. yellow pages business profiles include basic contact information, company description, business metrics, events, websites, and reviews. bus profile has a virtually limitless option when it comes to content. in fact, yellow new zealand can add or remove information anytime. to complete the business profile, users simply provide email, title and
phone number. the bus profile is the foundation of the businesss online presence, which helps businesses gain the visibility and recognition they deserve. 2. advanced contact (acct) - a contact database is essential to any business, especially in an online world. acct allows yellow new zealand to list business clients and customers information with their contact information, phone number, and email, as well as business classifications. acct can be created manually or using an automated computer system. new
contact information can be added or edited anytime. 4. google places and business photos - these features are designed to help consumers find the company or business theyre looking for. the websites and photo captions, using the photos, attract consumers to the company. images are also uploaded to google plus and google maps to show up in search results. consumers can sign-up to be notified when a business adds a new photo. 5. google+ pages - page management on google+ is 100% free and the

page will show up in search results for the customers. additionally, a page is a basic online presence that can be created in a few minutes, and links back to the page for verification by google.
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the apps have been successfully trialled across sydney and melbourne markets and provide users with a local search experience within the app, along with access to call, send and place orders using contact details on the pages. yellow pages australia also offers business owners a unique opportunity to be listed in both the app store and google play via an optional
managed listings service. the directory partner offers the service as an optional, managed and fronted solution with no up-front charges, says katherine brogden, md for all app division, yellow pages australia. the app development is being supported by the $15 million streetsmart app initiative, established by the nsw government and delivered by the department of
planning and fair trading, and development victoria. aws is the best-of-breed cloud delivery platform, and works seamlessly with the many other online marketing solutions yellow new zealand provides. the cio team ensures the business transition is simple, secure and reliable. yellow new zealand has full credit card, sas70 compliance, pci compliance and iso 27001

compliance as it enters the cloud. aws makes it easy for yellow new zealand to scale up rapidly and flexibly. its scalable and flexible compute capacity allows for the agility needed to deliver fast response to its customers. to keep up with demand, yellow new zealand maximizes uptime with geographically redundant, hot and cold data centers that can be up, down, or
in the process of being spun up or spun down, without impact to the customers experience. as a digitally minded company, yellow new zealand knows the importance of delivering measurable roi from marketing spend. thats why the companys marketing managers are empowered to drive strategy and marketing spend. they oversee campaigns, have detailed metrics

and performance reporting, and keep the entire business updated through data analysis reports. yellow new zealand works with marketing managers to collect comprehensive feedback, analyze insights to drive strategy, and deliver the best experience across channels. the companys marketing department currently has 30 people in their service team. 5ec8ef588b
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